
Teaching Annotation
Using "Marry Me," a

Short Film
With optional Virtual 

Break-Out Activity



The following slide sums up what to do:



USING SHORT FILM
To teach annotating:

HELPFUL VIDEOS:

 
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/
W5MZ4NWCIWC

✔ SHOW THEM THE
HELPFUL VIDEO:

(FIRST LINK)

✔ LECTURE ON
ANNOTATING

✔ POINT OUT ITEMS
STUDENTS SHOULD

LOOK FOR

✔ BRIEFLY

INTRODUCE SHORT

FILM.

✔ ASK STUDENTS

TO THINK OF IT AS

A TEXT.

✔ DISCUSS SOME

THINGS THEY

SHOULD

ANNOTATE. 

✔ LET THEM LEAD. 

✔ HAVE

PREPARED

QUESTIONS

THAT

ANNOTATIONS

COULD ANSWER

SUCH AS

✔ MAIN IDEA

✔  MESSAGE

✔ SUPPORTING

DETAILS (EVIDENCE)

✔ TITLE

✔ CHARACTER

NAMES

✔ AUDIENCE,

PURPOSE, TONE 

First link: “How To Annotate Text”
Second link: The Short Film, “Marry Me”

https://youtu.be/XF

dbZHMBxfg

https://youtu.be/w5Mz4nwciWc
https://youtu.be/XFdbZHMBxfg


The following slides are the helpful
Youtube video from School Habits

and a presentation/lecture I made based
off the video.

✔ SHOW THEM THE

HELPFUL VIDEO: (FIRST

LINK)

✔ LECTURE ON

ANNOTATING

✔ POINT OUT ITEMS

STUDENTS SHOULD

LOOK FOR



"How to annotate text while reading"
By SchoolHabits

Let students watch the video and take notes.
Reaffirm concepts learned by using the presentation slides below

reminding them of things they should look for to annotate:

https://youtu.be/w5Mz4nwciWc

First, teach students what annotating is:

https://youtu.be/w5Mz4nwciWc


Annotations
Lecture Created
from the Video: To Annotate means to “Take Notes” 

while reading a text.

Annotation helps you achieve a deeper

understanding of the material.



FOUR REASONS YOU SHOULD ANNOTATE

 

1.      It keeps you awake and engaged (Avoid Fake Reading Syndrome).

2.      It helps you process what you’re reading as you’re reading it.

3.      It slows down your reading (decreasing pace increases your understanding).

4.      It acts as your personal bookmark when you go back into the text

(Helps you find important information faster than having to scan the entire text

again).



How Do You
Annotate?



 Read the text first, then go back to begin annotating.

 Number your paragraphs.

Circle words you don’t know. Look them up and write them down in your

margins.

 You can put questions marks (?) in places where you are confused. This

allows you to go back and evaluate it again or look up any additional

information to help you.

You can put stars over ideas or facts, quotes, names, dates, etc. that you

find important. But still pull these details out to the margins.

If you aren’t able to write directly in your book, you can use sticky notes

parallel to the paragraphs in your book. You can also use a separate sheet

of paper and label it by paragraphs.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



7. You can write short summaries after each section.

8. You can use a color-coding system so you can personalize your notes.

For example, you can use different colors for different types of notes.

Red=Vocabulary; Blue=Questions; Green=important dates, etc.

9. Caution: You can use a highlighter, but you must STILL ANNOTATE. The

annotations are what will make your notes stand out. If you are only

highlighting, then everything will be yellow, and nothing will stand out.

10. Personalize it.



The following are student examples of 

annotated texts. Note the differences in appearance

and thought process. Reaffirm that annotation is

personal to every reader, won't always be the same,

and takes practice to find their way.











✔ BRIEFLY

INTRODUCE SHORT

FILM.

✔ ASK STUDENTS

TO THINK OF IT AS

A TEXT.

✔ DISCUSS SOME

THINGS THEY

SHOULD

ANNOTATE. 

✔ LET THEM LEAD. 

✔ HAVE

PREPARED  POST

QUESTIONS

THAT

ANNOTATIONS

COULD ANSWER

SUCH AS:

✔ MAIN IDEA

✔  MESSAGE

✔ SUPPORTING

DETAILS

(EVIDENCE)

✔ TITLE

✔ CHARACTER

NAMES

✔ AUDIENCE,

PURPOSE, TONE 

The Short Film, “Marry Me”
https://youtu.be/XFdbZHMBxfg

Now the fun part! Using "Marry Me"
(it's only about six minutes long)



Something else you try for a
 virtual breakout activity:

Pair students up.
Decide which student in group will "Step out" while the video is being shown.

Have the remaining students watch the short film and annotate.
When the other students return in about six minutes, put the pairs in their

virtual breakout rooms.
The student who stayed to annotate will now summarize the short film for their

partner who has not seen the film. Give them five or so minutes.
Bring students back together to the general session. 

Unmute only the students who "stepped out."
Quiz/Kahoot them on the short film they never saw. 

How well did the partner who stayed annotate?



See how important annotation is?
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